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WADING INSTRUCTIONS
To run TANK TRAP be sure the BASIC ROMPAC is inserted be·
fore turning on the Sorcerer. Turn on the Sorcerer and with the
cassette in the recorder, follow these simple instructions.
(reset the Sorcerer)
READY
CLOAD TANK

READY
RUN
Although TANK TRAP is written entirely in BASIC, it uses
machine language subroutines that are entered by means of POKE
statements. It is designed to run on an 8K or larger Sorcerer.

PROGRAM STARTUP
After you have typed RUN, respond with a Y if you wish to see
the instructions. Otherwise type N. You will be asked to specify the
levels of play.

LEVELS OF PLAY
There are four levels of play with each level becoming progres·
sively more difficult. Type 1, 2, 3, or 4 to establish the level at
which you wish to ptay. The levels of play are as follows:
Level 1:

You can climb over the walls you build. The
tank cannot. Sidewalls are built prior to the
start of the game.

Level 2:

A random feature is added. The tank can break
through slow curing walls a certain percentage
(from 10 to 90 percent) of the time. You may
wish to reinforce these slow curing walls. Also
there are no sidewalls and, in effect, you are
playing on a cylinder.

Level 3:

Another random feature is added. There are
from one to five civilians to protect. You lose if
the tank runs over any of them.

Level 4:

A new risk factor is added. The tank's cannon
can shoot holes in your barriers unless you stay
within three rows above or below the tank's
position.

GAME LOGIC
The tank moves randomly around on the screen. If it hits a wall,
it turns in another random direction and tries to keep moving. If it
runs over you, you lose! Your objective is to trap the tank in a
corner or closed box until it cannot move. The tank will make 10
random direction changes after hitting a wall. If it cannot find a
clear path, it will surrender.

CONTROLS
Keys 1-6 on the upper row of the typewriter keyboard control
the movement of the man and turn on or off the wall maker. Pressing
5 turns off the wall maker (it is on by default at the start of the
game) while pressing 6 turns the wall maker back on. Pressing key 1
moves the man to left, 4 right, 2 up, and 3 down.
It is recommended, however, that you use the numeric keypad
for movement of the man. The arrows on the numeric keypad indicate the direction of movement. You do not need to use the SHI FT
key or the CTR L key to make this work. However, you must press
the number keys 5 or 6 at the top of the keyboard to turn the wall
maker off or on.

WINNING
There are four levels of automatic play that can be set by
entering -1, -2, -3, or -4 to the request for level of play. The automatic games use a combination of a target proximity detection and
random horizontal movement to perform semi -intelligently. The
computer can detect when its man is more than five rows above or
below the tank and will move the man up or down to get closer.
Once the man is within this distance, it is moved randomly. Its
horizontal moves are always random. During these automatic games,
the player may override the computer control and affect the course
of play with the regular command keys.

TANK TRAP
by Don Ursem
A rampaging tank tries to run you down. You are a combat engineer, building concrete barriers in an effort to contain the tank.
Four levels of p1ay make this animated game fun for everyone.

Enjoy our other SORCERER Software
FASTGAMMON by Bob Christiansen. Our popu lar machine language backgammon
game that started us in business. The computer plays against you and makes good
moves instantaneously. Option to replay dice rolls from the previous game. An
eight-page instruction booklet ,s included.
$19.95
MAGIC MAZE™ by Vic Tolomei. A challenging maze game. Ten levels o f play.
Holding your lantern, you wander through a mzae tryi ng to stay o n t he right
path and avoid pitfalls. Automatic scon n11 te Is you how good a pathf inder
you are.
$11.95
SHAPE MAKER™ by Don Ursem . Construct spec ial c l'>a racters and fan cy shapes
w1 tl'i ease using th is on-screen character ed itor. A deta· led 12-page instruct ion boo klet
includes sample appf cations.
$14.95
PLOT by Vic To lome1. Now Apple owners w,11 be envious of how ea sy y ou can get
good grapi, ics on your SORCERER. PLOT inc,udes both a super high resolution
mode and a quick low resolut ion mode. Both are accessible from your BASIC pro·
grams usmg simple commands. Hi-res & lo-res examples included on tape.
$14.95
DEBUG by Bob Pierce. Debug machine language programs by stepping through one
instruction at a time, with the option to execute CALLs comp letely in one step. Relocatable with several display options - can retain most video during execution.
Multiple breakpoints. Modify memory and registers
$14.95
Z-80 DISASSEMBLER by V,c Tolomei. Decode machine language programs, including SORCERER'S monitor and ROM-PACS, w ith thi s Z-80 D isassemb ler w ritt~n in
BASIC. Instruction mode prints out standard Z-80 mnemo n'cs . O r use ASCII mode
wh ich converts mach ne code to ASCII.
$14.95
SOFTWARE INTERNALS MANUAL FOR THE SORCERER by V ic To ome1. A
must for anyone writing software for the SORCERER. Seven chapters: Intro to
Machine Language, Devices & Ports, The Monito r, Cassette Interface, BASIC
structure, V ideo & Graphics, The Keyboard. Indexed. Includes d iagrams and software
routines. 64 pages.
$14.95
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